Islamic Institute Directions

The Islamic Institute (which the red arrow is pointing to), aka UAE University Old Men’s Campus, is on the corner of 131st and 120th Streets. 131st Street is also Shakboot Ibn Sultan Street, the street for Al Ain Hospital and the ‘new’ Lulu Hypermarket. 120th is Mohamed Bin Khalifa, the road coming in from Dubai. It’s the building with the minarets that look a bit like engineering components. (In my opinion) Its GPS location is 24 1344.80 N 055 44 59.50 E

From Lulu Hypermarket: Pass Lulu and the GCC Buraimi crossing on your right, and go left at the next roundabout (but in the right hand lane) and then enter the University car park which is about 100m after the RA.

From Al Ain Hospital: Pass Al Ain Hospital on your right, and go right at the next RA, then enter the University car park which is about 100m after the RA. (You can enter the car park before the R/A, but the entrance isn’t obvious if you don’t know it, and you have to slow down a lot for the sharp turn.)

From Dubai direction on E66: The Roundabout you want is the first one that has the possibility of a left turn. Don’t take that left, though, but keep going through the R/A then enter the University car park which is about 100m after the RA.